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bearings, particularly as the shafts must run at least up to 1200 r.p.m. to
give a useful effect. Messrs. Sulzer Bros., Winterthur, have quite a number
of bore-hole pumps running very successfully at depths of about too ft.
With bore-holes of about 20 in. diameter they can easily raise 330 imperial
gallons per minute, and the whole plant, fitted with a vertical electric motor
immediately over the bore-hole, forms a very compact and highly economical
equipment.
Though strongly advocated over sixteen years ago, it is only within the
last few years that the multi-stage pump has been confidently installed to
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Fig« 39-—Section through Type " ST" Multi-stage Centrifugal Pump
I. Cast-iron casing. 2. Bronze enclosed runner. 3. Cast-iron return guide. 4. Bronze wearing
ring. 5. Cast-iron thrust plate. 7. Balancing disc. 8. Open hearth steel shaft. 9. Bronze shaft
sleeve. 10. Bronze water seal ring. n. Packing. 12. Cast-iron glands. 13. Cast-iron bearing cap.
14. Cast-iron babbitted shell. 15. Cast-iron hinged lid. 16. Cast-iron flexible coupling. 17. Bronze
oiling ring. 18. Bronze return guide bushing. 19. Bronze spacer sleeve. 20. Bronze shaft sleeve.
21. Cast-iron suction cover. 22. Cast-iron set collar. 23. Water seal piping.
supply hydraulic pressure systems. For this work they are particularly
adapted, and in most cases an accumulator is quite superfluous, as the pump
adjusts itself to the amount of water drawn from the system whilst continuing
to run at a constant speed, and maintaining the pressure practically constant.
The hydraulic pressures used by different consumers vary from about 400
to 1500 Ib. per square inch, but 750 to 800 Ib. is very general practice,
and admirably suits a multi-stage turbine pump. For these duties an ordinary
high-pressure multi-stage turbine pump, fig. 40, is generally employed
without any special changes in design.
Positive Displacement Rotary Pumps.—Very many forms of posi-
tive displacement rotary pumps have been proposed, but in current practice
only a few simple types are in general use, and the applications of these are

